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BACK TO
BASICS
There’s a real feel of paring
jewellery and watches back to a
simpler style at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference.
Lorna Strickland-Cook looks
at the array of baubles and
watches awaiting retailers at
the show, and identifies the art
of personalisation that many
suppliers are adopting.

Customising a Daniel Wellington watch is easy and something
that the brand sees as important. All of Daniel Wellington’s
watch straps are interchangeable and can be easily swapped
with its carefully selected assortment of straps.

A few brands at this
year’s show have
identified that customers, even those short of
time while travelling,
like a piece of jewellery or a watch to be
personalised. It may
be something that’s
interchangeable such
as a watch strap, and it
may be something more
complicated that can
be added to when the
traveller returns home.
Even so, the art of adding
to a piece of jewellery or a
watch has got customers in
a grip, with the ever-popular
Pandora (Bay Village Bay
Terrace 5) leading the way.

Many brands canvassed
have taken this state of
affairs on board and have
been developing ways and
means to entice customers.
Misaki (Yellow Village E26)
knows that personalisation
is key. “It’s an important
trend,” says Sandrine
Candela, Misaki Communications. “We have quickly
reacted by creating a
necklace with interchangeable pearls. People can
choose to wear one, two
or three pearls at a time.”
Candela reveals the brand
is working on new designs
that continue to tap into
this trend.
Dyrberg/Kern (Green Village
L46) is also showcasing

items from its personalisation friendly range. Its latest
concept is Compliments,
which is a “ring system
that allows travellers to
customise their own look
by changing the top of the
ring,” explains Jacob Olsen,
Travel Retail Manager,
Dyrberg/Kern. “With a little
adjustment the perfect size
ring can then be achieved
for all.”
It lends itself well by being
a space-saver in travel
retail. “It’s a very easy to use
system,” Olsen adds. The
supplier says that Compliments, which was initially
rolled out earlier this
summer, has been “a great
door opener for us.”
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There has been an emerging trend over the past few
years of revisiting the past.
“This year, we are seeing
colours that were very
popular in the 70s – warm
oranges, bright greens, and
dark blues, all of which we
have incorporated in our
Autumn/Winter collection,”
Olsen notes. “Rose Gold
has continued to be a great
seller for us, so much so
that it has matched our pure
gold sales.”
Over-the-top bling was a
trend we were seeing a
couple of years ago, yet
this year it was replaced
with a more sophisticated, controlled amount
of sparkle. While the

Swarovski crystals were
smaller, the demand for big
precious stones increased.
Semi-precious stones like
Lapis Lazuli, Carneol and
Marble were very fashionable this year – once again
incorporating a more 70s
look and feel.
Scorpio Worldwide (Mediterranean Village P8) is one
supplier managing to mix a
little of the old with a little of
the new. In coming months
expect to see the supplier
launch a line of watches into
travel retail from wellknown retro Brit designer
Cath Kidston.
The queen of cool kitsch
is beloved in the UK with
her quirky range of country
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kitchen style floral
accessories, fashion
and homeware. While
some of the range will be
available domestically,
Scorpio has developed
a range of travel retail
exclusive models from
the brand. “We work
with brands that have
their own history or
identity,” comments
Stuart McGuire, Chairman, Scorpio Worldwide.
“So we try and design
travel retail products that
complement each brands’
DNA. For example,
we work with ‘Aviator’
Pilot watches, so we
will use aviation design
cues, and Pierre Cardin
will be designed around
Paris/Chic/Classic looks.”
Over the past couple of
years the watches market
has started to gently
slide into the realm of
smart watches. But it
says something about the
state of play when new
entrants to the watches
market over the past few
years have focused on
going back to basics.

While some brands have
recently been looking
back to a time when
jewellery was sleek and
watches even more so,
others have made it the
founding ethos. Think of
the androgynous looks of
the 1990s and you won’t
be far away from what
awaits at many suppliers’ stands at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.
Scandinavian watch
brand Daniel Wellington
(Beach Village Beach 10)
was founded in 2011, and
back then the company
could see an opening in
the market for a watch
brand with a timeless
and classic design – at
an attractive price point.
“We believed, and still
believe, in keeping it
simple, using clean lines,
and letting the design
speak for itself,” says
Martina Engvall, Head
of Travel Retail, Daniel
Wellington. “Naturally,
we are aware of current
trends and pay attention
to what our competitors
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THE MISAKI ALMERIA JEWELLERY CREATIONS
PROPOSE CLUSTERS OF PEARLS, IN BUNCHES,
LIKE CHARMS, MODELS AND DESIGNS THAT
ARE MORE GRAPHIC, AND WHICH INCLUDE
CERAMIC TO SUGGEST GRECIAN JEWELLERY.
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SCORPIO WORLDWIDE IS LAUNCHING A
LINE OF WATCHES INTO TRAVEL RETAIL
FROM WELL-KNOWN RETRO BRIT
DESIGNER CATH KIDSTON.

Palace of Westminster, London

are doing. However,
we are confident in our
design approach, and
want to stay true to
the Scandinavian core
themes – modernism and
functionalism.”
Customising a Daniel
Wellington watch is easy
and something that the
brand sees as important.
“All of Daniel Wellington’s watch straps are
interchangeable and can
be easily swapped with
our carefully selected

assortment of straps,”
Engvall adds. “It allows
you to change the look
of your watch depending
on your style, mood and
personal preference.” The
brand has a wide range
of playful Nato straps and
elegant leather choices.
Customising is also
high on the agenda for
Irish jewellery brand
JCI Jewellery (Yellow
Village E35). Key Account
Manager Claire O’Donnell
explains that customers

like to “write their own
story by adding chapters
of coloured stones,
crystals and motifs” in
the latest collections. Its
‘You’ brand has a new
direction. It has been
developed as a collectible
concept, with a nod to
travel retail. Beautiful
packaging completes the
look.
Like many brands
canvassed for this article,
JCI Jewellery also sees
exotic colours making a
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comeback. “Key colours
are ocean hues of blues
and greens, translating
into vibrant turquoise and
dual tone coloured stones
that also hint at classic
navy blue with the fashion
favourite rose gold,” says
O’Donnell. “In watches,
the minimalist trend
continues, translating into
less is more, with simple
shapes and smooth matte
textures.”
Another brand that values
to concept of paring
adornments back is
Greek supplier Folli Follie

(Ambassadeurs Village
V2). Chief Global Travel
Retail Officer Johnnie
Voutsas tells the TFWA
Daily that major trends
the brand has noticed
recently are for “slim,
back to basics watches
and metallic coloured
accessories, as well as
a demand for premium
materials at affordable
prices.”
Its “full fashion response”
to these trends include
the Match Point watch
collection, its Metallic
accessories range, and

its Fashionably Silver
Jewellery collection
“which have proven to be
top performers in their
categories,” Voutsas
explains.
Thomas Sabo (Blue
Village C14) has been
keeping things simple
with its collection of
Spirit watches. The new
timepieces aim to reinterpret classic stripe-design
textile watch straps. They
feature Milanaise stainless steel bracelets with
coloured stripes.
Affordable and elegant

JCI JEWELLERY IS SHOWCASING ITS
AEON JEWELLERY BRAND AT TFWA
WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE. THE
NEW FORTUNE COLLECTION FOCUSES
ON A WHIMSICAL ASSORTMENT OF
SWEET CHARM NECKLACES AND
BRACELETS, ALL AIMING TO EXPRESS
LOVE, LUCK AND GUIDANCE TO THOSE
THAT WEAR THEM.

DYRBERG/KERN’S LATEST CONCEPT IS
COMPLIMENTS, WHICH IS A RING
SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS TRAVELLERS
TO CUSTOMISE THEIR OWN LOOK BY
CHANGING THE TOP OF THE RING.
6 – TFWA DAILY
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FOLLI FOLLIE HAS NOTICED A RECENT
TREND FOR SLIM, BACK TO BASICS
WATCHES AND METALLIC COLOURED
ACCESSORIES, AS WELL AS A DEMAND
FOR PREMIUM MATERIALS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES.

jewellery brand Estella
Bartlett (Yellow Village
D42) is launching its
Sterling Silver collection
into travel retail here in
Cannes. The collection
is “very travel retail
focused, including special
packaging for inflight,”
says Creative Director
Louise Bartlett.
The ante has been upped
on Estella Bartlett’s usual
simplistic and slim line
packaging and “is very
luxe and includes the
Estella Bartlett cloud
icon,” Bartlett states. The
collection also includes
new POS, packaging,
embossing, a luxe pouch,
and brand book with the
purchase.
Like Daniel Wellington,
Estella Bartlett was
founded in 2011 during
the global economic crisis
“and our accessible price
points are perfect for
the uncertain economic
climate,” Bartlett adds.

They are designed to
make perfect impulse
purchases and with
sterling silver available
for the more considered
purchase, the brand
hopes it will increase
market share and help
expand internationally.
Bronzallure (Yellow
Village G45) is launching
a range of “contemporary
urban” designs through
its Elite jewellery range.
Black spinnel, silver and
rhodium combine for
a sleek design for the
“contemporary young
adult,” says CEO Moshe
Mouhadab, who reveals
he draws his designs
from the world. “I am a
frequent traveller and this
helps when it comes to
intercepting trends.”
Australian brand Pica
LéLa (Blue Village
B4) is also inspired by
the changing face of
the world. “From an
internal perspective, as
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a jewellery brand which
originated in selling
Australian opal jewellery,
we bring this Australian
heritage forward with us
to drive our inspiration,”
explains Sarah Lynch,
Marketing & Alliance
Director, Pica LéLa.
“With the latest Utopia
collection, inspiration was
drawn from the world
around us, from nature
and Australia’s natural
beauty, highlighting our
passionate advocacy of
our brand’s heritage and
environment. Australia’s
flora is one of her greatest treasures, with a
staggering quantity of
native species, and Utopia
brings to life some of
the most arresting and
symbolic pieces.
“At Pica LéLa we set
trends by visualising our
target market and asking
ourselves what they are
looking for. With fashion
changing so quickly, it is

Preparing to
celebrate 10 years
of Aviator and
20 years of
Scorpio in 2017
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imperative that you are
able to adjust to these
changes quickly. What
we have found recently
is that the demand is
two tiered. Consumers
are looking for an outlet
to self-express through
their fashion choices and,
therefore, individuality
and uniqueness are key.
However, people also
demand jewellery that
is versatile and easy to
wear. With Utopia we
offer unique meaningful
designs and also simple
more classic versions
that are easier to mix and
match with your fashion
choices and by doing
so, we address these
contrary demands.”
Simple and classic is the
staple theme running
through watch brand
Festina’s (Yellow Village
C25) latest travel retail
launches. Festina Extra
is the big highlight of its
Autumn/Winter collection. Festina originally
launched the Extra
collection back in 1948.
“With the current trend of
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classic watches making
a comeback, we have
re-edited this model
with its original design
specifications, as well as
packaging,” says Jason
Lee Newman, Export
Manager, Festina.
Festina’s brand ambassador Gerard Butler will
head up the campaign
as the ‘Extra-ordinary’
man. “We will also be
expanding our Retro
collection with a series
of new models where we
have combined classic
looks, like the ‘guilloché’
dial, with vintage look
leather straps and different product finishing,”
Newman explains. The
brand continues to be
faithful to its use of only
quality stainless steel and
calf leather straps.

EMBRACING
MODERNITY
One brand that has
happily moved on from
traditional materials,
while keeping hold of
its heritage, is jeweller
Tous (Bay Village Bay

THOMAS SABO IS PRESENTING ITS NEW 2016
STERLING SILVER AUTUMN/WINTER COLLECTION.
THE SEASON’S STAND-OUT PIECES ARE FINISHED
WITH FACETED DIAMOND EMBELLISHMENT, WHILE
FILIGREE GEMSTONES FASCINATE.

Change your mood
Change your ring

VISIT US AT BOOTH L46 IN THE GREEN VILLAGE
Design your very own Compliments ring and experience our brand new ring concept
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5B), which is embracing
innovation.
“At Tous, innovation is
not a department, it is
an attitude,” emphasises
Rosa Tous, Corporate Vice
Chairwoman. “We release
innovations every season.
We have been jewellers
since 1920, but innovation
is also part of our DNA.
Of course, we work with
the usual fine materials
of gold, silver, diamonds
and natural gemstones.
However, over the years
we have incorporated
non-traditional materials into our collections
with great results.
For example, we have
combined titanium and
gold with natural woods,
methacrylate and other
cutting-edge materials
that allow us to create
very original pieces for
our customers.
“Technologically
speaking, jewellery
fabrication has evolved
tremendously, and
although it continues to
be an absolutely artisanal
process, 3D scanners and

printers have been incorporated into the creative
process to perfect and
accelerate the production
of the initial samples. We
are true to our tradition
as jewellers, our heritage
inspires our future.”

KEEPING IT REAL
Buckley London (Red
Village H4) is also looking
to keep prices affordable
and is launching a carded
value range to allow
for a lower cost option,
which is merchandised
on a new space saving
‘slat wall’ style counter
top unit – both will be
unveiled for the first time
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference.
Additionally, it is
introducing a three-tier
bracelet bar and its
crystal ring tester display
“continues to receive
positive comments due
to the interactive nature
and retail theatre,” says
Design Director Christina
Lenihan.
Like Tous, Buckley
London has also invested
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AFFORDABLE AND ELEGANT JEWELLERY BRAND
ESTELLA BARTLETT IS LAUNCHING ITS STERLING SILVER
COLLECTION INTO TRAVEL RETAIL HERE IN CANNES.
THE COLLECTION IS VERY TRAVEL RETAIL FOCUSED,
INCLUDING SPECIAL PACKAGING FOR INFLIGHT.

THOMAS SABO, founded in 1984 by Thomas Sabo,
is one of the internationally leading providers
in the jewellery, watches and beauty segment.

ith attractively-modern and – hence, both cross-collection and
innovative product presen- pre-configured and combined set
tation, the relaunch of the sales for him and her are planned.
premium jewellery brand within
Jordi Valls, Travel Retail Director
the travel retail segment levels a of THOMAS SABO: “For us, travel
future-oriented path for the travel retail has become an extremely
retail and in-flight business field. important business segment. We
As of now, THOMAS SABO will be are therefore increasingly investing
unveiling new concepts such as self- in this sales channel and anticipate
service units and special modular strong growth in sales that will further
systems for a totally positive and underline our transformation into
efficient shopping experience. With a premium brand. Internationally,
its various presentation modules, travel retail therefore strengthens
this service-oriented concept offers our visibility and rounds off our
travel retail partners an excellent brand image perfectly.”
platform for perfectly staging popular
The lifestyle company operates on
collections such as Sterling Silver, all five continents. The list of major
Love Bridge, Charm Club, Watches cities with their own shops ranges
and Beauty products in a customised from Berlin, Stockholm, Paris,
manner. As the items of jewellery London, Toronto, Hong Kong all the
are fundamentally presented in line way through to Sydney. Globally,
with the ‘ready to wear’ principle, it THOMAS SABO also co-operates
is inspiring and customer-friendly with approximately 2,800 trade
for travel retail partners at airport partners, leading airlines, cruise
destinations and in-flight partners operators and airport destinations.
in equal measure. All target groups
will be serviced with this concept

Glam & Soul – offers irresistibly feminine
designs and always provides a splash of
elegance and glamour.

Visit us at: BLUE VILLAGE | BOOTH NO. C14
The new Self Service Unit by THOMAS SABO

TS_ANZ_Advertorial_Messe_Cannes.indd 1-2
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in a 3D printer, “which
is already becoming invaluable to our
sampling process. We
are able to work much
more efficiently with our
manufacturers, reduce
production costs and gain
more creative control over
the finished product,”
says Lenihan.
Buckley London is
embracing the simplistic
style this season with
collections that hark after
iconic London areas. Its
trend forecasting “has
allowed our talented
designers to become
more creative with their
concepts and introduce
contemporary styles,
inspired by the catwalk,”
Lenihan adds.
Buckley London has
capitalised on the
geometric theme, which
has dominated both
fashion and homeware
with strong and bold
patterns. Its edgy Hoxton
collection features 3D
and embellished stacked
triangle shapes to create
a standout style. The

collection also incorporates layered pendants,
“which are another big
trend at the moment,”
Lenihan notes.
Interesting ear jackets
and cuffs have been
prominent on the catwalk
and worn by numerous
celebrities, allowing
Buckley London to
introduce its own two
part earrings designs
during the AW16 season.
“We have continued this
popular style into our
SS17 range, with new
earring designs in our
Hackney, Islington and
Finsbury collections,”
says Lenihan.
Also looking back to a
bygone era is timepiece
company Lambretta
Watches (Yellow Village
F60), which is launching
a full collection of Cielo34
watches. Its standout
piece is a great small
Cielo novelty with a
beautiful 34mm case. It’s
attractive and affordable
luxury, available with
stylish genuine leather
straps or with elegant
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BRONZALLURE IS LAUNCHING A RANGE OF
CONTEMPORARY URBAN DESIGNS THROUGH ITS
ELITE JEWELLERY RANGE. BLACK SPINNEL, SILVER
AND RHODIUM COMBINE FOR A SLEEK DESIGN FOR
THE CONTEMPORARY YOUNG ADULT.
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PICA LÉLA’S LATEST UTOPIA
COLLECTION DRAWS INSPIRATION
FROM NATURE AND AUSTRALIA’S
NATURAL BEAUTY. UTOPIA BRINGS TO
LIFE SOME OF THE MOST ARRESTING
AND SYMBOLIC PIECES.

mesh bracelets and
Swarovski stone indexes.
“The watch business
is moving towards
smaller-sized watches
and the new ergonomic
Cielo34 case construction
is an evolution of the
worldwide successful
Lambretta Cielo 37mm
watches,” explains Christian Hoffman, Marketing
Manager, Lambretta
Watches. “The result of
these refinements is a
comfortable, elegant and
slimmer next generation
Lambretta Cielo watch.”
The mesh models will
also be available as
Airline Exclusive Watch &
Jewellery Duo-sets with
glamorous and perfectly
matching crystal bangles
included. Lambretta
Watches is also launching new models of the
popular Cesare watches
in Cannes. These updated
models will come in
new colour and material
combinations, but also
with new Quick-release
pins for easy strap
exchange. The new
Cesare Quick-release
models will also be available as Duo-strap-sets
with a matching alternative leather or mesh strap
included.
Making it easy to choose
is paramount in travel
retail. Be it personalisation or simply the look
and feel of a brand to
give security to passengers when purchasing.
And for jewellery and

SIMPLE AND CLASSIC IS
THE STAPLE THEME
RUNNING THROUGH
WATCH BRAND FESTINA’S
LATEST TRAVEL RETAIL
LAUNCHES. FESTINA
EXTRA IS THE BIG
HIGHLIGHT OF ITS
AUTUMN/WINTER
COLLECTION.
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watch suppliers it can be a
challenge to present to retailers an assortment that is easy
to sell and takes up the least
amount of room, while still
presenting the brand in the
most desirable way.
Spanish pearl brand Majorica
(Yellow Village F54) has been
working on two versions of
its self-service tower featuring luxury furniture, in order
to give added security to
passengers when shopping its
brand. “Majorica was the first
company to place jewellery in
a self-service counter,” says
Anna Roig Fernández, Export &
Travel Retail Account Executive,
Majorica. “So we feel we have to
innovate and change it often.”
As a result, making purchasing
easier on cruise ships is the
company’s next port of call.
“This year we have specially
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Lambretta Watches is launching a full
collection of Cielo34 watches. Its standout
piece is a great small Cielo novelty with a
beautiful 34mm case. It’s attractive and
affordable luxury, available with stylish
genuine leather straps or with elegant mesh
bracelets and Swarovski stone indexes.

focused on cruises, not only for
sales targets but also for brand
awareness,” says Roig Fernández. “It has been our objective
and has given us remarkable
results. What we have noticed
in these challenging economic
times is that travel retail operators are investing more and
more on renowned brands with a
strong reputation of quality and
lasting power. So we have taken
advantage of it.”
Majorica has been working hard
on its assortment of ready made
sets and has been busy developing sets for specific operators,
including Celebrity Cruiseships.

Thomas Sabo Travel Retail
Director Jordi Valls agrees that
when it comes to shopping,
customers purchasing jewellery need to be able to make a
selection fast. “In regards to
product presentation, we are
serving customers needs with
new optimised self-service
units and presentation modules
catering to all customers’
desires in a very quick way

– considering that there is very
little time for consultation and
that ready made sets need to be
available in that channel,” Valls
comments.
Shoppers looking for jewellery
and watches in travel retail
expect much more than ever
before from a brand. Price and
impulse purchase suitability
are just two of the factors that
go into making a purchasing

decision now. Suppliers have
always needed to consider
trends, but this year it’s a
cross between muted simplicity and the 1970s. Ensuring
that customers have a choice
when buying one product is
something that almost all the
brands in this article have
adopted through the ability to
customise and add to any given
product, time and time again.

Buckley London’s edgy Hoxton collection features 3D and embellished stacked
triangle shapes to create a standout style. The collection also incorporates
layered pendants, which are another big trend at the moment.

MAJORICA HAS BEEN
WORKING HARD ON ITS
ASSORTMENT OF READY
MADE SETS AND HAS BEEN
BUSY DEVELOPING SETS FOR
SPECIFIC OPERATORS,
INCLUDING CELEBRITY
CRUISESHIPS.

One brand that has happily moved on from
traditional materials, while keeping hold
of its heritage, is jeweller Tous, which is
embracing innovation.

Learn more about the watches & jewellery
innovations being presented at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference by visiting the TFWA Product
Showcase (www.tfwaproductshowcase.com).
Scan this code to visit the TFWA Product Showcase
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